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Enhancing Politicians' Persuasiveness: Some Remarks
on the Importance of Rhetorical Figures of Repetition

in Political Discourse

Zwi¦kszanie perswazyjno±ci polityków: kilka uwag na temat

znaczenia �gur powtórzeniowych w dyskursie politycznym

Abstract

The modern political class, which has been established on democratic prin-
ciples both in Europe and America, is keen to use rhetoric and tools it provides.
Any attempt to de�ne the in�uence of these tools principally refers to the essence
of rhetoric which is persuasion. Persuasion, on the other hand, is core to political
discourse which, according to Teun van Dijk (1997, p. 14) is contextual, therefore
must be recognized by its functions and/or goals. The functions of the discourse
are often expressed in rhetorical devices and therefore play an important role in
achieving political goals.

The pieces of information presented in this article depict rhetorical devices as
useful in increasing persuasiveness. Attention is paid to �gures of repetition which
constitute a universal category of rhetorical devices and thus need to be exami-
ned in a greater detail, especially in a discourse whose users focus their e�orts on
constructing e�ective persuasion.

Key words: rhetoric, rhetorical devices, rhetorical �gures of repetition, political
discourse, universal category.
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Abstrakt

Wspóªczesna klasa polityczna, która uksztaªtowana zostaªa w systemach de-
mokratycznych zarówno w Europie jak i Ameryce, ch¦tnie posªuguje si¦ retoryk¡
i jej narz¦dziami. Ka»da próba zde�niowania wpªywu owych narz¦dzi zasadniczo
odwoªuje si¦ do istoty retoryki, jak¡ jest perswazja. Stanowi ona fundament dyskur-
su politycznego, o którym Teun van Dijk (1997, p. 14) pisze, i» jest kontekstualny,
dlatego musi by¢ de�niowany na podstawie jego funkcji i/lub celów. Funkcje dys-
kursu s¡ cz¦sto wyra»ane za pomoc¡ ±rodków retorycznych, dzi¦ki czemu peªni¡
istotn¡ rol¦ w osi¡ganiu celów politycznych.

Przedstawione w niniejszym artykule informacje dotycz¡ce ±rodków retorycz-
nych dowodz¡ ich u»yteczno±ci w zwi¦kszaniu perswazyjno±ci. Uwaga zwrócona zo-
staje na �gury powtórzeniowe, które stanowi¡ uniwersaln¡ kategori¦ ±rodków reto-
rycznych, i jako taka wymaga dokªadniejszego zbadania, zwªaszcza w dyskursie, któ-
rego u»ytkownicy koncentruj¡ swoje wysiªki na budowaniu skutecznej perswazji.

Sªowa kluczowe: retoryka, �gury retoryczne, �gury powtórzeniowe, dyskurs poli-
tyczny, kategoria uniwersalna.

Introduction

Politicians' performance predominantly serves two functions, that is es-
tablishing and de�ning values that could be shared by a group if not by
the majority of people or convincing the citizens to a given (present or fu-
ture) policy. For the reason of a great importance is the message contents.

Furthermore, public appearances place certain requirements upon
the person of the speaker. Successful candidates are frequently those who
encourage public con�dence, which can be achieved, among others, through
their �uency, experience in language use in public performances, as well as
their ability to express their beliefs and stir hearts and souls with these ideas.
Hence, the story they tell needs to e�ectively chain appeals of both reaso-
ning and emotion. The �eld that best covers both these areas is rhetoric and
rhetorical devices are believed to possess the power to mobilize the people
within the democratic framework of society.

Rhetorical devices have been the subject of attention of many studies.
What enhances unfading interest in rhetorical devices is, among others,
that their impact on recipients, can be measured; in political discourse for
example, by examining the audience's responses (either a�liative or nega-
tive). Such investigations allow examination of the strategies contributing
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to the speaker's success and thus may �nd further application in delivering
performance capable of repeating the success demonstrated by the orator
who used them in the �rst place and to a similar degree.

De�ning political discourse

The notion is extremely popular; it is studied from an interdisciplina-
ry perspective and used in various scienti�c �elds, including sociology and
philosophy, among others. In addition, it plays a crucial role in linguistics.

Political discourse can be seen as identi�ed by its actors, that is, politi-
cians. A great number of studies of political discourse focus on talk and text
that are produced by politicians as well as institutions that relate to politics.
The focus of attention is most frequently paid to presidents, prime ministers,
but also to members of the government, political parties, and parliament,
both at international and national levels.

Carbó (1984), Harris (1991), and Holly (1990) all conduct studies from
a discourse analytical approach, where politicians are a group of people who
can be distinguished from other social groups as they are paid for the ac-
tivities they perform, and additionally � they are elected, appointed, or
self-designated. However, the de�nition of political discourse is insu�cient
as these considered factors make political discourse hardly possible to be
distinguished from other types of discourse, for example, educational, legal,
or medical with participants in education, law, or medicine, respectively. Po-
liticians are not the only participants in politics. As noted by Teun van Dijk
(1997, p. 281), the interactional view of discourse analysis ought to inclu-
de numerous groups of recipients of communicative events such as citizens,
the public, social groups, and categories. The moment politics and its disco-
urses are in the public sphere of life, many more participants appear. This,
however, is also true for the de�nition of any other type of discourse, which
just like medical (patients), educational (students), or legal (defendants) di-
scourses have to pay attention to the audiences. Hence, it is impossible to
establish the essence of political discourse solely by its participants, irrespec-
tive of whether they are active in the discourse development.

Verba et al. (1993) mention another problem, as far as establishing
the de�nition of the discourse is concerned. According to them, politics is not
only o�cial but also professional. Various political activities involve citizens
and voters, demonstrators, etc., who can actively take part in the political
process, thus becoming involved in a political discourse. (Verba et al., 1993,
p. 303-318)
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Another approach toward a political discourse is represented by those
scholars who tend to focus on the nature of the activities or practices that are
accomplished by political texts and talk rather than solely being restricted
to the nature of its participants (even politicians are not always involved in
political discourses).

As stated by Lemke in his Textual Politics: Discourse and Social Dy-
namics, �Discourses, produce texts that will in some ways be alike in their
meanings�. (1995, p. 6) When the focus is on the details of an event or
occasion, the text is meant. When the focus is on the patterns, cohesion,
relationships, and structures that form di�erent texts and occasions, then
discourse is meant.

Wodak and Krzy»anowski (2008, p. 6) indicate that 'discourse' is de�ned
on a di�erent, more abstract level as 'text.' 'Discourse' implies patterns and
commonalities of knowledge and structures, whereas 'text' is a speci�c and
unique realization of a discourse. Texts belong to genres. Thus, a presidential
Campaign Discourse may be realized in a potentially huge range of genres
and texts (in a TV debate, in a speech, in a manifesto).�

Individuals are participants of political discourse only when they act as
political actors (they govern, rule, legislate, protest, vote, etc.). Only then
can political actions be considered as discursive practices. Participants and
actions can be considered the core of what constitutes political discour-
se; yet, what is stressed by many scholars, including Teun A. van Dijk, is
that all discursive practices can be analyzed through features such as �set-
ting, occasion, intension, functions, goals, and legal or political implications�.
(van Dijk, 1997, p. 14) This simply means that politicians perform discourse
actions during parliamentary sessions, campaigns, interviews, etc., because
text and context mutually de�ne each other.

An apparent trap can be noted at this point. It results from the exten-
sion of politics and political discourse to a domain that is so immense that
would coincide with the study of public discourse in general. Thus, the forms
of discourse that exert possible political e�ects should be avoided. Likewise,
impersonal talk about topics, such as gender and race, should not be treated
as belonging to a political discourse as most social groups and their mem-
bers occasionally act politically. Political discourses ought to essentially be
de�ned contextually, that is, through the perspective of events or practices
� the goals or functions of which are primarily political. (van Dijk, 1997,
p. 14) This way set boundaries, exclude the talk of politicians deprived of
political context, and include all the groups, citizens, and institutions that
participate in a given political event.
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Current research concerning political discourse and rhetorical devices
either examines the occurrence of strategies and �gures in a given (type
of) text but without focusing on any group of �gures, or � in contrast �
examines certain rhetorical elements in texts which, as the expert literature
shows, are frequently performed by di�erent speakers and in di�erent time-
space continua.

Examining many factors (message types, strategies), which is the essen-
ce of the �rst approach to research on political discourse, poses, however,
ever present risk of the research being less detailed. Nonetheless, the me-
thod provides an insight into the entirety of the campaign communication
process and allows for the elaboration of a theoretical basis that can be
later applied systematically to the entire presidential campaign discourse.
One-dimensional studies, on the other hand, allow for studying the topic in
detail and thus may contribute to the formulation of conclusions for prospect
studies or can become an element of the broader approach. All these advan-
tages outweigh the shortcomings of the method, i.e. the risk of presenting
idealistic results which do not grasp the essence of the entire phenomenon.

Despite the di�erences in the conceptual and practical frameworks of
the above approaches, both research types stress the importance and useful-
ness of using rhetorical devices and strategies to persuade voters in favor of
their particular views which are realized in the political discourse.

Rhetorical devices

Classical rhetoric distinguishes two major categories of rhetorical devi-
ces, namely schemes and tropes (Charteris-Black, 2013, p. 39) that because
of their distinguishable features may be noticed to exist not only in certain
rhetorical but also in linguistic domain.

A scheme, is a device in which the standard or projected sequence of
words undergoes some alteration. Thus, the grammatical structure of the se-
quence is a�ected. The rhetorical e�ect is achieved by a certain rearrange-
ment of word order and may also contribute to increase aesthetic value.
(Charteris-Black, 2013, p. 39) On the other hand, a device that deviates
words and shifts them away from their usual signi�cation or collocations is
a trope. (Kamil, Al-Hindawi, 2017, p. 133)

A comparison of both devices enables to draw some general conclusions
in terms of di�erences and similarities. Schemes are related to the gramma-
tical choice, while tropes are related to the choice of lexical units. Hence,
texts that are studied for schemes most frequently focus on issues such as
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repetition or changes in the standard word order. On the other hand, texts
assessed for tropes most frequently aim at analyzing multiple meaning of
words (i.e., polysemy).

There is yet another category of rhetorical devices � chroma, which has
become the center of attention of most recent studies which predominantly
aim to establish formal taxonomies of rhetorical �gures.

One of the most valuable sources of knowledge, while discussing this ca-
tegory, is the article titled �Toward an ontology of rhetorical �gures� (Kelly
et al., 2010, p. 156), which de�nes the features of 'chroma' device as in-
tentional to di�erentiate it from a concept-oriented trope and scheme that
are frequently seen as simply formal components of texts. Chien and Harris
(2010) further elaborate the de�nition of 'chroma' by claiming that the devi-
ce represents �deviations of intention� and present some prototypical devices
that �t the category. They also note that the category was �a grab bag� for all
the devices that could not be successfully assigned to two major categories,
namely tropes and schemes. (Chien, Harris, 2010, p. 155)

The division of rhetorical devices into schemes and tropes is the broadest
and the oldest one; thus, ever since they were established in Classical times
researchers have made attempts to organize them into more detailed cate-
gories, paying attention to their qualities and the functions they perform.
One of the most frequently cited in recent expert literature, among others
by Kennedy (1999), Miller (2004), Hart (2011), Farrow (2013), and Raylor
(2019), is the categorization developed by Lee A. Sonnino (1968, p. 247-66)
who divided the devices into the following categories:

� Figures of addition � digression;
� Figures of admission and concession;
� Figures which amplify the importance of the subject of discourse;
� Figures of appeal to the audience (by threat or promise or entreaty);
� Figures for beginning;
� Figures of comparison and similitude;
� Figures of contrast;
� Figures of description;
� Figures which directly address someone;
� Figures which distort the truth (see also �gures which exaggerate);
� Figures involving doubt or hesitation;
� Figures which lead to a certain emotion;
� Figures for emphasizing di�erent points;
� Figures for ending;
� Figures which exaggerate or diminish;
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� Figures of exclamation;
� Figures which heap things up;
� Figures which imitate;
� Figures of implication;
� Figures which list things (enumeration or summation);
� Figures which depend upon logical forms;
� Figures which involve memorable phrases or deeds;
� Figures which are narratives;
� Figures of omission, including refusals to speak;
� Figures of personal abuse or accusation;
� Figures which involve a play on words;
� Figures of premeditation;
� Figures which ask questions;
� Figures by which the speaker recommends himself to the hearer � by
praise, thanks, etc.;

� Figures of repetition;
� Tropes;
� Figures which cause variations in style;
� Figures which vary the normal syntax;
� Vices and faults;
� Figures which alter the form or grammatical status of a word.

Another arrangement of rhetorical devices into categories was o�ered
by the 20th century scholar � Warren Taylor. Although it is less frequently
cited in the expert literature, it is useful for demonstrating the abundance
of names of categories. Taylor (1972, p. 145-166) distinguished the following
categories of rhetorical devices:

� Argument and Proof;
� Arrangement of the Elements of a Sentence;
� Arrangement of the Elements of a Sentence;
� Development of a Discourse;
� Diction;
� Emotions Expressed or Aroused;
� Form of Words;
� Opponent, Speakers Attitude towards;
� Questions;
� Quotations;
� Repetition;
� Style, Types of;
� Syntax.
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Another division, which represents a 21st century approach to rhetorical
devices, was o�ered by Gregory T. Howard and it di�ers from the divisions
developed by the two scholars before him in the number of categories (redu-
ced to four) which, however, include a greater number of rhetorical devices.
Thus, in the case of Howard, a shift back to Classical ways of categorizing
the devices into larger units can be observed. Howard (2010, p. 117-122)
distinguished the following categories of rhetorical �gures:

� Figures of de�nition;
� Figures of reasoning;
� Figures of repetition;
� Figures of questioning.
Similar to Howard, Ward Farnsworth (2016) also developed a taxonomy

of rhetorical devices and presented these categories, which in his opinion,
possess the greatest practical value. Although the author himself admits
that his primary objective was not to develop any classi�cation of his own,
nonetheless he did not refer to any of the already existing taxonomies and
o�ered a division of rhetorical devices arranged in three categories. In terms
of the number of categories, this is close to Howard's division. In his Classical
English Rhetoric, Farnsworth (2016, p. vi) distinguishes the following sub-
and main categories of rhetorical devices:

• Repetition of Words and Phrases, the category further including:
� Simple Repetition of Words and Phrases;
� Repetition at the Start;
� Repetition at the End;
� Repetition at the Start and End;
� Repeating the Ending at the Beginning;
� Repetition of the Root.

• Structural matters:
� Parallel Structure;
� Reversal of Structure;
� Inversion of Words;
� Using Extra Conjunctions;
� Leaving Out Conjunctions;
� Leaving Out Words.

• Dramatic devices:
� Saying Things by Not Saying Them;
� Breaking O� in Midstream;
� Correcting Oneself;
� Rhetorical Uses of Negative;
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� Rhetorical Questions;
� Asking Questions and Answering Them.

What can be noticed on the basis of the four divisions above is that
there are many schemes according to which individual devices can be gro-
uped. Nonetheless, irrespective of the number of major categories o�ered by
the above scholars, some similarities between the taxonomies can be found.
The table below presents the categories whose equivalents can be found in
all the above categorizations.

Table 1: Equivalent categories of rhetorical devices in classi�cations by
L. A. Sonnio (1968, p. 247-266), W. Taylor (1972, p. 145-166), G. T. Howard
(2010, p. 117-122), and W. Farnsworth (2016, p. vi)

Author L. A. Sonnio W. Taylor G. T. Howard W. Farnsworth

C
A
T
E
G
O
R
IE
S

Figures of
description

Description no equivalent no equivalent

Figures which
lead to certain

emotion

Emotions
Expressed or
Aroused

no equivalent no equivalent

Figures which
vary the normal

syntax

Syntax no equivalent no equivalent

Figures which
cause variations

in style

Style, Types of no equivalent no equivalent

Figures which ask
questions

Questions Figures of
questioning

no equivalent

Figures of
repetition

Repetition Figures of
repetition

Repetition of
words and
phrases

On the basis of information presented in Table 1, it can be noticed that
there are several categories which reveal a similarity of name. Four cate-
gories appear solely in the taxonomies of Sonnio (1968) and Taylor (1972)
and possess no equivalents in the categorizations which were developed by
Howard (2010) and Farnsworth (2016). These are categories which include
rhetorical devices referring to description, emotions, syntax and style. One
category � including �gures of questioning � appears in the taxonomies of
Sonnio, Taylor and Howard, but Farnsworth treated the �gures belonging
to the group as the subcategory of �Dramatic Devices.� There is yet ano-
ther group of rhetorical devices which appears in all the above taxonomies,
namely repetition.
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But the scholars di�er not only in the number of distinguished catego-
ries and their naming, but also, as depicted in Table 2, in the number of
individual devices they include in the categories.

Table 2: Rhetorical �gures of repetition in classi�cations by L. A. Sonnio
(1968, p. 247-266), W. Taylor (1972, p. 145-166), G. T. Howard (2010,
p. 117-122), and W. Farnsworth (2016, p. vi) � comparison according to
name and number of devices in the category

Name of the author Name of the category Number of devices included
in the category

Lee A. Sonnino Figures of repetition 20
Warren Taylor Repetition 16

Gregory T. Howard Figures of repetition 35
Ward Farnsworth Repetition of words and phrases 7

The category which includes repetition devices contains a similar num-
ber of �gures in the case of two scholars � Sonnino (20) and Taylor (16)
� but is the largest for Howard (37), which, due to the fact that the scho-
lar distinguished fewer categories, seems natural. Farnsworth, on the other
hand, included and described only 7 �gures of repetition, although it can
be assumed that if his research had been aimed at establishing a taxono-
my of the �gures rather than about identifying those most practical ones,
the number would most probably have been close to those provided by other
scholars in this section, as can be judged by the number of major categories
he distinguishes.

Rhetorical devices have been the subject of various research projects
which, however, predominately focus on eliciting and later examining the im-
pact of rhetorical devices in speci�c types of text (Stellato, 2013), or �eld
of science (Fahnestock, 2003). These studies rarely focus on any catego-
ry in particular, but rather on identi�cation of most frequently occurring
types and general impact of the rhetorical devices, irrespective of the divi-
sion accepted by the author. Although they comment on the application of
the devices, this cannot be seen as examining the topic of rhetorical devices
in depth. The approach can, however, be partially justi�ed on the basis of
the large number of available devices.

While little agreement can be found among scholars on the issue of ca-
tegorizing devices, a good starting point would be a detailed examination of
the category, which, in view of presented data (Tables 1, 2), can be conside-
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red universal, namely �gures of repetition. Although it cannot be claimed,
unless veri�ed in the course of more detailed analysis, that the category has
been described by all scholars who have ever aimed at establishing taxono-
mies of rhetorical �gures, the fact remains that it appears in many, if not
the majority, such categorizations.

What is repetition?

Repetition is used everywhere � in advertising, media, and politics, but
it is also used while producing everyday life utterances. Merriam-Webster
(2017) dictionary de�nes repetition as �the act or an instance of repeating or
being repeated.� Nonetheless, many researchers who study repetition agree
that it may take many di�erent names.

One such researcher is Aitchison (1994, p. 15) who noted that it is possi-
ble to correctly identify the type of repetition only after identifying crucial
aspects such as who uses the repetition, what is being repeated, and where.
After providing answers to these questions, one may �nd that children's re-
petition is in fact called imitation, autistics' repetition is echolalia, repetition
of people with a speech disorder may take the form of stuttering, etc.

The Aitchison's list of terms related to repetition is broad. The rese-
archer concludes that perhaps it is the entire �eld of linguistics that can
be considered a form of repetition and justi�es her claim by stating that
language system is entirely pattern-dependent.

Like Danesi (2012, p. 36), other researchers agree with the assumptions
of information theory, which assumes that a message or some aspects of what
is communicated in the form of repetition can simply be made redundant. In
the view of such a claim, an immediate question arises regarding the purpose
of using repetition in the �rst place. The answer is provided by Grice (1989)
who explains that people acting rationally communicate as they are driven
by some purpose. Such a purpose in the case of politicians who aim at
winning support of voters in elections might be to attract their attention
and focus it on a keyword, phrase, or idea. Thus, the aim of repetition is
persuasion through emphasis.

It is yet to be assessed and unequivocally con�rmed if repetition is good
or bad. Moreover, no restrictions exist with regard to the frequency of incor-
porating the device in the text. Some speakers may intentionally choose to
avoid using the tool due to some negative stereotypes ascribed to it, namely,
too much repetition can be considered as nagging and the message itself can
become mundane.
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A number of psychological research studies con�rmed that repetition
is a powerful tool that serves persuasion by helping recipients to remember
the message. Begg, Anas, and Farinacci (1992) from McMaster University in
Canada proved that people tend to value a statement that has been repeated
to them once as more true in contrast to pieces of information to which they
have been exposed for the �rst time. The research also revealed that people
rated statements as truer even when the person delivering the message to
them was repetitively lying.

It can thus be considered that people become more persuaded by a mes-
sage content if they think it is true. Psychologists describe the e�ect as
�the illusion of truth� and justify the phenomenon as grounded in cognitive
�uency, i.e., the ease with which pieces of information are processed to de-
velop understanding of what they convey. (Moons et al., 2009, p. 32) Things
that are recognized by our brain as familiar require less e�ort to process
them and the comfort which this ease brings is subconsciously recognized
by our brain as truth. In short � whatever is easy to understand for hu-
mans seems more true because familiarity breeds positive connotations. On
the other hand, if a message is di�cult to process, it leads to a lesser extent
of people believing in it if at all.

At this point, a claim can be made that the di�erence between objective
truth and illusion of truth is minor. Additionally, research in the �eld of ef-
fectiveness of repetition showed that the less attention is paid to arguments,
the more e�ective the message is. Moons, Mackie and Garcia-Marques (2009)
proved that if people pay attention to what is actually being said, repeating
a weak argument will produce no e�ect. On the contrary, when the audience
is not determined to examine what is actually being said, repeating the ar-
gument will arouse the sense of familiarity and thus will be more persuasive.
Only when people are motivated enough to scrutinize the argument they are
exposed to, even though the strategy of repetition is applied it may fail. Ho-
wever, if the argument is strong, the issue of concentrating and scrutinizing
is unnecessary � persuasion is bound to work. Moons' (2009) research pro-
ves one additional aspect, namely that people (voters) should never switch
o� their critical thinking, because they might end up with repeating empty
slogans and unveri�ed pieces of information.

Conclusions

Irrespective of their category, the key feature of rhetorical devices is
their persuasive nature aimed at in�uencing the audience. When rhetorical
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devices are directed toward the speaker, they can evoke positive emotions
and values such as solidarity, honor, and pride. They can also be directed
toward political opponents to evoke negative emotions such as fear, shame,
and hostility. Whenever the orator aims at evaluating a topic either positive-
ly or negatively, intensifying an appeal by the power of language, rhetorical
devices appear to be the most valuable tool.

Repetition is a universal, cross-scienti�c, and multidimensional device.
When additionally the fact is realized that the `impact of repetition on
humans �nds proof in a number of psychological research studies, the more
advisable for the purpose of building an e�ective politicians' performance
seems assessing the impact of the �gures in linguistics research which so far
has not been performed. Such research could serve to increase the awareness
on �gures which build the category thus naturally a�ect their further use
in other discourse types or genres, which in turn may lead to highlighting
the di�erences between them as well as indicating the �gures which may
potentially enhance the discourse user's performance as well as awareness of
their impact on recipients.
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